The improved CNC model has 4 free-rotating heads which cut stone crystals with the resistance of friction!

HONE
BRUSH
POLISH
ANTIQUE
LEATHER
SHINE

YOUR
CNC
MACHINE!
CAN DO IT ALL!

The detachable adapter allows the PadHead to work on other machines. Velcro attachments allow for a variety of treatments.

Superior quality, faster speed, and versatility.

Miles Supply
milesupply.com
800-396-8049
Cut Better
on your grinder, your radial arm machine and your CNC Cutting/Polishing Center

Our New Low-Profile PadHead™
polishing & grinding head is better than ever!

Smotherer Rotation
resulting from larger bearings
and this freer rotation allows

Faster Cutting
easier resistance of friction
applied to diamonds

Better Stability
lower, closer to work area

Miles Supply’s patented
PadHead™
polishing & grinding head
Versatile. Revolutionary. The only head on the market using The Resistance of Friction principle.